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Abstract:

Recently, the free boundary problem of quasistationary Stokes flow of a mass of viscous
liquid under the action of surface tension forces has been considered by R.W. HOPPER, L.K. ANTANOVSKII, and others. The solution of the Stokes equations is represented by analytic functions, and
a time dependent. conformal mapping ont.o the flow domain is applied for the t.ransformation of the
problem to the unit. disk. Two coupled Hilbert problems have t.o be solved there which leads to a
Fredholm boundary integral equation. The solution of this equation determines the time evolution of
the conformal mapping.
The question of existence of a solution t.o this evolution problem for arbitrary (smooth) initial
data has not. yet been answered completely. In this paper, local existence in time is proved using a
theorem of OVSIANNII\OV on Cauchy problems in an appropriat.e scale of Banach spaces. The necessary
estimates are obt.ained in a way t.hat is oriented at t.he a priori estimat.es for the solution given by
ANTANOVSKII. In the case of small deviations from t.he st.ationary solution represented by a circle,
these a priori estimates toget.her wit.h the local results are used to prove even global existence of the
solution in t.ime.

1

Introduction

For the theoretical and numerical treatment of two-dimensional moving boundary problems
as arising e.g. in flow problems, the application of time-dependent conformal mappings (socalled "pseudo-Lagrangian coordinates") is a successful technique. In the last years it has
been applied to the problem of the free quasistatic motion of a viscous mass of liquid (a drop
or an infinite mass enclosing a bubble) under the influence of the surface tension forces [1]-[3],
[7], [9], [16]. In this model inertial forces are neglected because viscous forces ("inner friction")
and surface tension forces are dominating. In practice, it has been applied very successfully
for the description of viscous sintering of glass ([19], see also the references therein).
Theoretically, results by ANTANOVSKI! and the author show that the behaviour of any
given solution of the problem match the physical expectations: under "reasonable" assumptions, small perturbations of the circular shape are smoothed out exponentially (see below),
and even in higher dimensions and for arbitrary initial domains the boundary of the fluid
mass approaches the circular (or spherical) shape in an appropriate sense for t -+ 00. (For
this, of course, global existence of the solution in time has to be assumed, see [13].)
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Existence of the solution, however, has apparently not yet been proved completely. The
main aim of this paper is to provide such a proof locally in time and for arbitrary initial
shapes that fulfill relatively strong smoothness conditions. It is based on the work of L.K.
ANTANOVSKII. The use of analytic functions enables us to use a Cauchy-Kovalevskaya type
theorem on existence of solutions of certain nonlinear initial value problems [10] [11]. In their
abstract form, such theorems are formulated in the framework of scales of Banach spaces.
Since 1970, they have been applied to instationary free boundary flow problems in various
geometries, for various driving mechanisms, and for various governing equations. Without
attempting to be complete, we mention potential flow [11] [12], two-phase flow in porous
media [6], coupled flow of surface and ground water [17], and Hele-Shaw flow [8] [14] [15]. In
this paper, the same technique is applied to Stokes flow driven by surface tension.
Moreover, an a priori estimate given in [3] is used to prove global existence of the solution
in time for initial states that are close to the stationary (equilibrium) state.
For the sake of brevity, we will restrict our attention here to the problem of thermocapillary
motion of a bubble as discussed in [3]. but the proof can be taken over to the case of a (simplyconnected) drop straightforwardly (cr. [2]).
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Problem formulation and derivation of the evolution equation

This section is devoted to the complete description of the considered problem and its reformulation in terms of a nonlocal Cauchy problem for a time-dependent real function on the
boundary of the unit circle. It follows [:3], therefore details will be omitted.
The Problem The fluid region at time t is taken to be the outer domain nt C ffi2 bounded
by a simple closed curve [/ where no is givPll. The velocity and pressure field in the fluid
domain fulfill the Stokes eq nations
- p!::!.t'

+ Vp

(1)

= 0

and the incompressibility condition
div v = 0

(2)

where Ii is the the constant dynamic viscosity of the liquid. Near infinity, velocity and pressure
are assumed to approach constant values:
as

I:rl

~ 00

(3)

where x E ffi2 denotes the space variable. These constants are time-dependent and a priori
unknown. IVIoreover. incoIll[.lressibility of the bubble has to be demanded:

r

JIR\Ot

dx

= const = 1ra 2 .

(4)

This is an equivalent formulation for the condition that no fluid is injected or extracted at
infinity.
At the free surface, as usual, two boundary conditions occur. The kinematic one is an
equivalent expression for the fact that the set. of the liquid particles at the boundary does not
change in time:
(5)
= v· n at [/

"n

2

where Vn denotes the normal velocity of f t with respect to the inner normal n. The dynamic
boundary condition is given by the action of the surface tension force:

= -dsd

- Tn

( adX)
ds

(6)

where T = Jl (vv) + (vv)T) - pI is the stress tensor, a is the surface tension coefficient,
and s is the arclength parameter along ft. As usual, I denotes the identity tensor. (The
pressure inside the bubble is assumed to be zero.)
In order to consider thermocapillary motion, the dependence of a on the temperature T
has to be taken into account. For our purpose it is sufficient to take the simplest case of linear
dependence:
(7)
a = ax +,T.
The temperature field is given as the solution of the auxiliary elliptic boundary value problem
D.T
fJT

=

an

nt

0

in

0

at f

(8)
t

with the asymptotic condition
as

I:rl -

(9)

00

where Coo can be interpreted as tempera.\.ure gradient at infinity.
Complex representation
be represented by

The velocity and pressure field fulfilling (1) and (2) in
v=

nt

can

-fJzu) )
fJ 1 ¢
.

(

where 01,02 denote the partial spatial derivatives and (1), 1i') is a pair of conjugated biharmonic
functions, i.e. it fulfills

which is equivalent to the existence of two analytic functions wo,

WI

in

nt

such that

o+iti,= WO+ZWI.
(Of course, lR 2 has to be identified with the complex plane in the usual way.)
Rewriting the conditions (:3)-(6) in terms of the new variables one gets
1m

(~Z dZ)

as dt

= at/; at f

os

(10)

t

from the kinematic boundary condition,
Re(wo

+ ZlOl)

0

OZ)
21m (
-;'I WI

u.s

after integration along f
wo

t

}

au' a
~ + -.
u.s
2Jl.

at f

(11)

t

from the dynamic boundary condition, and

= 0(1),

WI

= -p,Xj Z + V oo + 0 (~)
4Jl

as

Izi

-+ 00

(12)

Z

from the asymptotic conditions (3) if an appropriate moving system of coordinates is chosen.
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Conformal mapping In order t.o transform our moving boundary problem to a fixed domain, one introduces now a time-dependent conformal mapping z((, t) from the unit disk G
onto the flow domain Dt . It can be shown that such a conformal mapping is of the form
00

L

z((,t) =

Zk(t)(k

k=-l

where L l E JR, Z_I > 0 without loss of generality. In the following, all variables will be
considered as funct.ions of ( but the same nota.tion as before will be used. Obviously, the
functions lOo and WI are analytic in C,'\{O} for any t. Transforming the equations (10) and
(11) to the new variable yields

Reazjat
-rz'

+u =

0 at f)- C-'J

(13)

from the kinematic boundary condition,
Re( Wo

+ ZlOI) = 0 at

(14)

f)G

and
11.'1
u- -,
2Re-+u+A=Oat
-(I

(15)

T :;'

from the dynamic boundary condition wlH're
.4 (T.t)=

a..

= eiB E aG. f) E [0,211").

T

+ ~fT(z(r._t)).

2plz'( T, t)1

u(r, t) =

alj; j a()
I

_

Z'(T, t)

1

(16)

2'

From (12) we get now asymptotic conditions for ( - 0:

a:;/ f)t

d log z_,
- -,
1

(z'

tvo

rt

1

+ 0 (( )
(17)

O( 1)

'-1
)
-Pc"
-(
Z-l~
+ Zo

4p

+

1'0;:.

-)
+ O( ~.

Moreover, the conformal mapping introduced above enables one to solve the problem (8), (9)
explicitly. For the values of T at the unit circle one gets

a
2pCt
a ..
for velocity,
for time, and
for
2J1a..
a
pressure, all equat.iolls can 1)(' madp dilliPnsionJess. Olle thus obtains

By introducing the scaling factors Ct for lengt.h.

:I(
)_ 1
."IT,t
-

~

+ Re(c(2z_ 1 (t)r- 1 + zo(t)))
1z'{ T, t )1

(18)

where, again, the same notation as before is used and the dimensionless constant c = ,Cooa
is the so-called crispation number.

a.

Schwarz integral and Hilbert transform The structure ofthe (real) equations (13)-(15)
strongly suggests the application of a technique for the reconstruction of an analytic function
in a simply-connected domain from its real part at the boundary, which is (under suitable
smoothness presumptions) possible up to an imaginary constant. (This idea, of course, is also
to be found in [7], [9], and [16], but there it is not exploited for deriving an explicit evolution
equation that lends itself for general considerations concerning existence of solutions.)
On a fixed standard domain as the unit disk, this can be done by integral operators whose
kernels are explicitly known. Namely, if f is an arbitrary Holder continuous real function at
DC, then the complex singular integral

r

1
S[I](O= 21rJo

A+(

2tr

S(/\, ()f(A) dv,

S(A,()= A-('

is a regular analytic function in C which is called the Schwarz integral of f. In the investigation
of the behaviour of this integral at the boundary DC, the Plemelj formula yields for any T E Da
_lil!1

~EG~T

where

H[.f](T)

S[I]() = f(T)

1 1:2" H(T. A)f(/\) d/!.
= :).
",1r 0

+ iH[I]( T)
O-v

H(T. /\) = is'(T, A) = cot -2-'

and the integral is to be understood as Cauchy principal value. The operation H is called
Hilbert transform. Moreover, S[I](O) E JR.
As a consequence, from (13) and the first equation in (17) one gets

a-

()~ ((. t)

+ (z'S[u](() = O.

Using the above idea again. it is possihl(' to n'place this pvollition equation by another one
for the real funct ion h ddined a t au by

h(T.!)
It has the form

oh

at

= TIe(rz(T.t) -1).
=u+B(h,u)

where
aH[h]) u B(h, u) = ( h - ~

(Oh
ao + H[h] ) H[u].

(19)

It remains to determine /I from h. Using the dynamic boundary conditions (14) and (15) as
well as the asymptotic conditions (] I) and an idelltit~·

S'(A,()S'((,T) = S'(T,A)(S'(T,()- S(/\,())-1

(20)

one arrives after a certain effort of calculation at a boundary integral equation
Il

= K[h](u+ A) at

5

ac

(21)

with

K[h](f)

1=/1- 2 L( Z, f)

L(Z,f)

:e(H[Zf] - ZHU])

Z(T.t)

1
( T.:/(T.f)=(T,t), - , -1.
;-Re
2
211"

1

,-,

)

(22)

H(T,)..)=(T,t)d=()..,t).

,;)G

It has to be remarked that solving (21) is equivalent to the determination of the normal
velocity lin at r t if the problem (1)-(:3), (6) is solved for fixed t. Under the condition of
incompressibility of the bubble, existence and uniqueness of the solution of this problem can
be shown (see [1]). Hence, it is justified to introduce the operator U[h] as the solution of (21).
Note, finally, that the equations (19), (20), and the last equation in (22) are slightly different from the corresponding ones in [3]. This has no influence on the following considerations.
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Short-time existence of the solution

Summarizing, we consider the following nonloral Callch~' problem for a real function h
aC x .] - IR when' .] is a timE' interval containing 0:

ah

F(h) == U[h]

Dt
h( T, 0)

+ B(h. U[h])

(23)

hAT)

where B is defined by (19) and U is the solution operator of the integral equation (21) with
K and A given by (22) and (18), respecti vely. h* is the function corresponding to the initial
domain no. Finally. the dependence of .: Oil 11 at DG is given by

.: ==

~(l
+ Ii + iH[h]).
T

(24)

For the investigation of this problem, still according to [2],[:3], a scale of Banach spaces
is used, Le. a family of Banach spaces (B p , 11'll p ) depending on a real parameter p varying
in a certain interval .J with the following properties: For all p, r E .J with r < p the
embedding B p <-...,. B,. holds, and the corresponding embedding operator Ip,r is injective and
fulfills IIIp,rfllr :::; Ilfll p for all f E B p.
For our purpose, we will use a scale of spaces B p consisting of (complex-valued) functions
f on aC having a Fourier series
.f(T)

==

L

fk Tk

kE7l

for which the expression

IIfll p ==

L

likle lklp

(25)

kE7l

is finite. It is to be seen immediately that these spaces form a scale of Banach spaces with
.J == lR where the embedding operators are the identity. From (2.5) follows directly that

II He flip:::; II flip

etc. Furthermore. taking into accau nt that

H[j](r) =

L

sgn(k)fk rk

kE7L

one finds that

IIH[lIll p

~

Ilfll p •

(26)

The special choice of the scale ensures compactness of the embedding B p '--+ B 1' for all r < p.
In order to prove this, we approximate the embedding operator Ip,1' by a sequence of finite-rank
operators In E L( B p, B,.) defined by truncation of the Fourier series:

In

= L ikr k .
Ikl~ll

For the difference, one gets

II(Ip,1' -

In )fll1'

=

L

Ifkl r1kl "

Ikl>n

=L

IfklelkIPe-lkl(p-rl ~

Ilfll pe-n(p-1'),

Ikl>n

hence In
I p". in L( B p, B,.) and therefore I p,,. is compact.
For what follows it will he highly important that
--0

iJ'l
dp"

Ilfll p = II a"
d(Jn.f II p

(liEf")

(27)

for all I E B p for which these expressions exist. Consequently, the function p 1-+ IIIll p is
monotone and convex in its domain of definition for any fixed I, and a "triangle inequality"
holds for all derivatives of the norms:

Additiona.lly, in di€ '€6timat€6 *,low the obvioH6 ilH:K1uaHty

will play a role.
Finally, two important remarks have to be made concerning the spaces B p with p 2: O. It
is easily checked that they are Banach algebras. i.e. Ilfgll p ~ Ilfll p Ilg/i p ' In combination with
(27) this leads to the estimate

(28)
Moreover, the Weierstrass criterion ensures the continuity of all f E B p , p 2: O. If even I E B p
for a p > 0 then f admits an analytic continuation into a the annulus A p = {( I e- P < 1(1 < eP }
around dC, and therefore it is infinitely differentiable. On the other hand, it is clear from
the uniqueness of analytic continuation and the absolute convergence that the restriction of
a function which is analytic in A p to dG belongs to B p •
In order to give the existellce proof now, we introduce a modified family of Banach spaces
(B p , c~~ 11'll p) where Bp consists of all equivalence classes of functions f E B p for which also
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U

E B p and which differ only by a constant. It is immediately seen that these spaces form
a scale in the above sense. A fUllction h(·, t) corresponding to a certain domain n t will be
considered as an element of Bp without loss of information. because the conservation of area
yields

ho(t) =

(1 + 4E(k - 1)lh

1

2
k (t)1 ) 2" -

1,

(29)

where hk are the Fourier coefficients of h, in other words, by means ofthe area conservation the
original function h may be reconstructed from an element of Bp in an unique way. Therefore,
in the following we will use the notation h for elements of Bp as well, and the Fourier coefficient
h o will be considered as a function on Bp •
The crucial step in the existence proof will be an ine(]uality which ensures that F is a
quasidifferential opera/or in a. scale of spaces Bp in the sense of OVSIANNIKOV [11]. As a
preparation for this. we introduce the notation

for all p for which h~ E

Bp •

no

Lemma 1 Assume h~ E Bp > for a eo'/ain p~ > 0 and let
be a Cl.e'-domain with 0: > O.
Then there are cOl/stants p E (0. p~). r > 0 and C > 0 sllch that for all p E (0. p) and all
hI, h2 E Up(h~. r) tIlt: inequality

<

+

(30)

holds.

Proof: The statement of the lemma will be proved by a sequence of inequalities which are
obtained from working with the Fourier coeHicients in a manner similar to [3]. Furthermore,
perturbation arguments are used to ensure the bounded ness of certain expressions. The
smoothing property of the operator 1\" [h]( .) is used to apply a compactness argument and to
ensure the uniformity of some estimates with respect to p.
At first, a suitable p has to be determined. Let z* denote the initial conformal map
corresponding to h*. By the smoothness presumption on
and KELLOGG'S theorem, z~
may be extended continuously to DG, and it is not vanishing there, Le.

no

Iz:1 2 > 'Y > 0

at DG

(31)

due to a compactness argument. An easy calculation analogously to the derivation of inequality (37) below shows that z~ E B p > and hence Iz~12 = z~z~ E B p > from the Banach algebra
property. This means there is a function w that is analytic in A p > whose restriction to DG
is Iz~ /2. From (31) and continuity and compactness arguments follows that we can choose a
p E (0, p*) such that Re w > 0 in A p. In this smaller annulus, the functions w~ and 1V-~ are
analytic. (Here and in the following. we preserve single-valuedness by choosing the branch of
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the square root which maps positive real numbers to positive real numbers.) Restriction of
these functions to ()G yields I I, 1<1- 1 E B p'
Let p E (0, p) be arbitrary, I' > 0 small. (The upper bounds that are to be imposed on
l' will become clear from the argulnents used withill the prooL) Let h,h I ,h 2 E Up(h.,r) be
arbitrary, having the Fourier coefficients hk.h~J),h~?), respectively.
It is clear that the functions A. z. and Z have to be considered now as functions of h with
values in B p • Throughout the prooL the index 1 or 2 will indicate the values of them at hI and
h 2 , respectively. If no index is used, the value of these functions at h is meant. Furthermore,
all occuring constants will be denoted by C if their actual value is of no interest. Without
explicit statement in every single case, all inequalities are to be understood in the sense that
they hold with the same constant(.5) C for all h,h I ,h 2 E Up(h.,r) and for all p E (O,P).
It is immediately clear that

z:

()

()

-::) Ilhllp ::; -:-)
Ilh.llp+ l' ::; C.
((I
(jp

From this and (20)

OIiP

(32)

.

obtaills (d. [:1])

Ihol ::;
With the notation

(:p Ilhllp)

2 ::;

(33)

C.

00

I)

J

2
= 4 ""'(k
l'ilh(j)1
> 0'
L- ·
k

j = 1,2

k=2

one can write
(1)
(2)
~
Ih o - h o I = IvI + 1)1

~

VJ

-

1)1 -1)2
I
+ 1)21 = I JT+171
;r+172
J + '71 + 1 + 1)2

and thus
·x·

< 2 2:(k - 1) Ilh~.I)12

IPll
0-0
Ih(Il

_ Ih~2)121

1,=2
(X.

<

2 2:(k - IHlhi,I)1

+ Ih12)I)I1~~I) -

h~2)1

k=2

()

~(llhlll/)
up
.

<

()

+ Ilhzll /))-:-).
IIh 1 - h2 11 p.
((I

()

::;

C~.
U(I

Ilh i

-

h 2 11 p

The Fourier coefficien ts of Z, are (cf. [:3])
00

ZLi) = _hLi)h U ) - h(j)
0

k

k

k

+ 2""'
(m L .

_

l)h(j)hLi)
m

m+k'

m=2

Therefore (n = 1,2),

·x·

·x·

< 4""'
L ""'
L

_

k"("11/
I

-

Ill(11m
(1)

-

I·1m
(Z))/ (1)
"m+k

k=l m=Z

9

-

1lmm+k
(2)(h(l)

h(2))1 e kp

-m+k

'

(34)

+

On Ilh _ h II
on
I
2
P

p

+:2

~
k n l(h(2) _ h(I)),P) + h(I)(h(2) _ h(I»)le kp
~
0
0
k
0
k
k
k=I

(35)
where (:3:3) and (:3.J) have been used. For

It

= 1, this may he estimated further by

using (32) again.
Replacing hI by Ii and h2 by 0 in the estimate (35) yields

0"

opn II Z ll p

which for It = 1 reduces to
Because of (:24) and

.;','1
P

I.

on

~ G opn

i D:;
TOO

z' =

-;2

-'

i ()2
. [].
3 D
. []'
2i .
. [I])
- T2 {){)2(h+1Hh)- T2 D{)(h+1Hh)+ T2 (I+h+1H 1,_

{){)'"

=

Taking the norms
gets for n 0,1

=

(36)

IIZII P -< C.

..-' --

D

Ilhll p

:()(h

+ -iH[h]) -

:2(1 + h + iH[h])

II-lip of these expressions and applying the properties introduced above, one
(37)

In an analogous way,
{)n
{)pn Ilz~

Dn+l

-

z~llp ~ G Dpn + I
may be obtained. An immediate consequence is

Illz~IZ _lz~lz"p

Ilh 1 -

hzll p

=

11:;~z~

<

(1Iz~ III' + IIz~llp) II:;~ - z~llp ~ C (~P IIh i

(38)

- z~z~t

10

-

hzll p _

(39)

A series expansion for the square root gives
'x'

2
2
an (1-'1
1.._'1 - 1-'1". - V~1_'12
I;' 1- - V~1_'12_1_'I""'
1";'1- - "'. ,f:llz~12n
'" -1-'1
". )n
where all the coefficients an fulfill

IOnl < 1.

Hence, using (39),

(40)
if r is small. This .\·ields. moreover,

Illz'lll"

~

C. and by repeating the above argument we get

(41)
Furthermore, using (40),

(42)
for sufficiently small ,.. hence

(43)
With the use of (4:3), one obtains analogously to (40)

(44)
and from this and (4:3)

As a next step, some derivatives with respect to p have to be estimated. We find

=
<

I :0IZ'I-1t ~ Illz'l- 2t I :Olz'lt ~ cll:ovlHt
CIllz'l-1til ~~ t II=t, ~ cC::2 Ilhll" + 1)
11

(46)

from (43) and (:37),
()

-;:}
Illz~I-lz~lllp =
up
=

II'Z~ 1-1 ~1 Z~ Iz~l-l ~~ z~t ~ Illz~l-l til ~1 t IIZ~ - Z~llp
-

+ Illz~l-lt II:o(Z~ <

Z~)t IIZ~llp + Illz~l-l -lz~l-lt 11~~llp IIZ~llp

c (:;2 IIh1- h21 p+ (:;2 Ilhlll p+ :;2 Ilh21lp)

:p

IIh 1

-

h2 l1 p )

(47)

where (:37), (:38). (-1:3). and (cll) have bccll used. ivIoreovct'. using (:37), (4.5), and (47),

(48)
In a similar

wa~·.

applying (4:3), (4fi). (44), and (48).
The estimates concerning the operator L have already been given in [3]. We repeat them
here only for the sake of completeness. For the Fourier coefficients 9k of L( Z, J) one easily
calculates
9k = k
(sgn(k) - sgn(m))Zk-mfm,
9-k = 9k

L

mE'll

and therefore (n = O. 1)
{)11

~
CP

<

2f
k=1

'x'

IIL(Z·.flll = 2 L
p

~,nl[Ji,·1 ~

k=l

k"+

1

(2 f

IfmllZHml + IfoIIZk.l)

m=1

12

fkp

<

4:tm=l l/mle- f

k n+1I Z k+mle(k+m)p

7I1P

k=l

on+l
< 11/110 opn+1

p

on+1
~ Gli/llo opn+1

IIZll p

+ 1/01 gn::1 IIZll p

Ilhll p

(50)

because of p > 0 and (36).
Now we are able to investigate the crucial question of dependence of the operator J( on
h. Applying the linearity of L in the first argument, (35), (36), (45), and (43), we find

II(K[h 1J- K[hzJ )(f)ll p ~
< Illz~ 1- 2t IIL( Zl - Z2, f)ll p + IIIZ~ 1- 2- li21- 2t IIL( Z2, f)ll p
<

0 0 0

C op

II Z1 - Z211 p 11/110 + c op IIh 1 -

o

< C op Ilh l

hzll p op

II Z211 p Ilfllo

hzllpIlfllo.

-

(51)

For the derivative one obtains

gp

II(K[h 1J-

K[hz])(f)ll p

o I 1.01, _1 ' J-L(ZI
< op
<

- Zz,f) II p

:p IIIZ~I-zt IIL(Zl -

~
0 II (1.011,-?- -1.021, -z )L(Z2,f) II
+ op

Zz,f)ll p

+ IIIZ~I-2t

p

:p IIL(Zl - Z2,f)ll

p

o
0
+op IIlz~I-2 -lz~I-2t IIL(Zz,f)ll p IIIZ~I-2 -lz~I-2t op IIL(Z2,f)ll p
Oz
< C ( opz IIh 1

-

hzll p

')J
.
o'J
)
+ ( ;;2 lI hll1 p+ 0;2 \1 1I z11"

0
op

)

1111 1 - hzll p 11.f110

{52)

where (4:3), (46), (50), (:36), (:3.5), and (4.5) have been used.
By help of (24) we may rewrite (18) as
,I

fl. (

_

7,

1 + 2 Re(c((ho(t)

+ 1)7- 1 + hdt)))

I.0'( 7. t). I

t) -

and using (43) and (44) it is straightforward to prove

IIAll o ~ C
and

IIA I

-

(53)

o

Azll o ~ C op IIh 1 - hzllfJ .

(54)

For estimates concerning the solution operator U of (21) it is important to remark that

III\'[hJ(fJllp < Illz'l- 21l pII L (Z,f)lI p ~ c
< C

:p Ilhllp 11/110 ~ CII/llo
13

:p IIZlIpIlflio
(55)

for all f E Bo because of (43). (.')0), and (36), therefore K[h] is continuous from Bo in
B p • Together with the compactness of the imbedding B p <.....;0 B o this ensures compactness of
K[h] in B o. Hence. the Fredholm alternative holds for the operator 1- K[h] in this space.
According to the above remark, the integral equation (21), which may be written as
(I - K[h])(u) = K[h](A),

has a unique solution. Therefore I - K[h] is a homeomorphism of Bo. This means, in
particular, (I - K[h.])-l E L(Bo, B o).
In the following, if 11.11 0 is applied to an operator instead of a. function on oG, it will denote
the usual norm in L( B o, B o). Note that from (51) follows

Thus, applying a standard perturbation result cOllcerning the inverse of regular linear operators,

and therefore 11(1 - 1\'[h])-1110 :::; C (with C independent of h) if r is chosen small enough.
Consequently,

Moreover,

(56)
where (46), (4:3), (50). and (:3G) have been IIsed.
After these preparations. (.Ii~' lIccessary estimates for U can be given. Indeed,

and therefore

(57)
(58)

IIU[h l ] -

U[h 2 Jll p

< II J\'[hd(1-k[hd)-l(A l - Az)t

+ IIK[hdUI 14

A'[h 1 ])-1

-

(I -

K[h 2 ])-1 )(A 2

)t

+ II(K[h 1 ] <

K[hz])(I - K[h 2 ])-1(A 2

c (Ilu - K[h 1])-1( Al + II(U - K[h 1])-1 +

IIU[h1] - U[h 2 J1l p

<

(I - K[h 2])-1)(A Z )llo
Z

8

:p

A2 )llo

Ilu - K[h z])-l(A )llo :p Ilh

< C 8p Ilh l

)t

l -

hzll p )

hzll p ,

-

(59)

:p
+:p
+:p
c (:;2 1
lip + 1) (11(1 -

IIK[h 1](I - K[hd)-l( Al - Az)ll p
IIK[1I 1 ]«I - A"[h 1 ])-1

-

)ll

(I - AO[h 2])-1)(A z

IICK[htl- K[h 2 ])(I - A"[hJ)-1(.4 Z

<

1111.

+ II((I - A"[h 1])-1
82
+C ( iJ p 2 1111. 1

':p

1111 1

-

- (I -

h211p)

hzll!, +

)t

K[1I1])-1(.41 - A 2 )110

K[h 2])-I)(A 2 )llo)
2

-

p

( 8
8 p Z 1111. 1 11,)

Z

+ 88p Z

Ilhzll p)

,

11(1 - K(h 2 ])-I(A 2 )llo

8<)

< C ( 8p 2 Ilh l

-

II z ll p
2

(
)
+ ( 882p2 11 h l11 p + 8p21111211p
using the above estimates concerning A", (l- A'[I1])-I, and A.
For arbitrary 11,11 E B p , the estimate

holds, Using the bilinearity of B. we find

1.5

8
)
8p 111~1 - h z11 p

(60)

for arbitrary U1, 112 E B p • The lemma follows now from the subsequent application of the
inequalities (57)-(62). (Note that

as a consequence of (:3:3), (34)) .•
Additionally, (.57), (.58), and (61) yield

(63)
for all p E (0, p). The inequalities (:30) and(63) may be written as

The expressions in square brackets are positive convex functions of the real parameter p,
hence for arbitrary p, p' E (0, Pl with p' < p:

8
81'1IF(hllF(h 2 )11,. Ir=p'

< C (-£; IIh 1 11 p + -£; IIh 2 11 p + 1)
.

-£; Ilh l

-

h 2 11 p

p - p'

C 8
< ---.IIIt
p - p' dp l

-

It 2 11 p ,

(64)

8
.
.t:.IIIt*II,l_-+p
c
-8 IIF(h*lllp~C
. '-p
~-.p

p-p

(6.5)

p-p

because of the usual estimate of the derivative by a difference quotient. According to a result
of NISHIDA [10], the inequalities (64) (holding uniformly for all hI, h2 E Up ( h*, 1')) and (6.5)
ensure the existence of a solution to (23) locally in time.
Proposition 1 For arbitrary h* E

Bp •

with P*

> 0 there is a /3 > 0 and a p > 0 such that

(-5- 5)

(23) has a unique solution h(t) in the tinn in terral
(3 is completely determined by rand C in (64). (65).

with h(t) E

Bp- l3Itl .

The number

For the proof, see e.g. [18]. The results for the problem "backward in time", i.e. for t < 0, are
an immediate consequence of the autonomous character of (2:3): The function h_(t) = h( -t)
is described by the initial value problem

81L

7ft = -F(h_),

lL(O) = h*

for which existence. uniqueness, and smoothness properties of the solution for t
obtained as in the original problem without any changes.
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> 0 can be

4

Global existence of the solution near equilibrium

It has to be pointed out that, up to now, positivity of the surface tension coefficient (J has not
yet been demanded. Physically, of course, the condition (J > 0 makes sense and turns out to
be essential for results on existence of the solution for all t > O. Note that the condition (J > 0
at f t is equivalent to the time-independent one lei < ~ where e is the crispation number (see

[3]).

-

It is easily concluded from energy considerations that, in this case, the only stationary
solution of the considered problem is given by a circular bubble. In the dimensionless coordinate system chosen above, this corresponds to a resting circle of radius 1 centered at the
origin, Le. the equilibrium state is described by h = O.
In [3], the following a priori estimate concerning solutions with initial states near h = 0
has been proved:

Proposition 2 Let lei < ~. (J E (0. I - :2lcl). [1* > 0 bE flil,tlL That is a q1 > 0 such that
for all solutions h of (:2:3) with h* E Up. (0. fJl) and for al/ t > 0 for whieh h exists in [0, t] the
estimate
h
h
(66)
- . (t)
'S IIO
-. (0) I
O
II
I ()B p. +crf
oB
P.
holds.
An immediate consequence of (66) is
(67)

and hence (see (:3:3)) Ilh(t)llp. 'S ('e-c,l. i.e. s1nal1 perturbations of the equilibrium are
"smoothed out" expollelltially ill tlw consider<'d nOl'lll.
By help of this a priori estimate it is possible to globalize the existence result of the
previous section in the case of such small perturbations:
Proposition 3 Let lei < ~, (1* > 0 be given. Then ther'e is a q
(23) for which h* E Up. (0, q) e:tist fol' all t > O.

> 0 such that all solutions of

Proof: The idea of the proof is to show that for a certain q E (0, q1) there is aT> 0 such that
all solutions of (2:3) with h* E Up.(O.q) exist on the interval [O,T]. The estimate (67) with
arbitrary 0 E (0,1 - :2lcl) ensures then hiT) E Up.(O, q). and a simple induction argument
will finally prove the existence or h on the interval [0. nT] for all n E IN.
In other words, it is sufficient to find a uniform lower bound for the length of the existence
intervals of the solutions of (2:3) with h* E Up.(O,q). This can be done by proving that lemma
1 holds with the same constants rand C for all h* E Up. (0. q) if q > 0 is chosen small enough.
Repeating the arguments for the proofs of (40) and (42) with z* in place of z and (-1 in
place of z* we find

(68)
Note that in this case we can set p= [I" because no smoothness is lost when taking the square
root of 1(-11 2 = 1 or its reciprocal. A reexamination of the proof of lemma 1 in this situation
shows that for all h* that fulfill
(69)
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the inequality (30) holds with C and l' only depending on M. It it easily seen that ]([0] is
the zero operator, and an estimate analogously to (51) with h* in place of hI and 0 in place
of h z shows that 11!\[h*Jll o ~ Cq, hence
!\[h*])-Illo ~ 2 for sufficiently small q.
From this and (68) follows now that if q is chosen sufficiently small, then (69) holds for
all h* E Up. (0, q) with a certain fixed !If. This completes the proof. •

11(1 -

5

Conclusion

Based on the work of L.K. ANTA NOVSKII, the problem of quasistationary thermocapillary
motion of a bubble in viscous liquid is reformulated using complex representations and a
time-dependent conformal mapping. One arrives at a nonlinear nonlocal Cauchy problem for
a real function on the boundary of the unit disk. This technique is also applicable to more
general distributions of the surface tension coefficient along the bubble boundary as well as
to the motion of a free liquid drop driven by surface tension.
When identifying the character of the evolution problem one has to distinguish two cases
which lead to qualitatively different results: If the initial domain is near the circle, the problem
can be seen as a perturbed first-order linear parabolic (pseudodifferential) equation where the
nonlinear nonlocal perturbation term is of the same order as the linear term, but remaining
small. The non-perturbed linear problem can be shown to be well-posed if and only if the
surface tension coefficient is strictly positive. The suitable decomposition of the operator F
is given in [3]. Actually, it is the basis for deriving the a priori estimate which finally ensures
global solvability and exponential decay to the state of rest. For an abstract setting describing
a class of problems of this type see [.5]. The corresponding problem for Hele-Shaw flow reveals
very similar properties [4].
For the case of general initial domains, a comparable identification of the structure of the
evolution problem is apparently not known. So the application of the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya
theorem is natural because it enables us to obtain local solvability for analytic data without
knowledge about special properties of the Cauchy problem. Therefore there is no difference
ill the tJ.'e.atmellt of the problem fonva,nl.and JNlduva,l'd in time and nOl'estrj.ction .on the sign
of the surface tension coE'fficient.
Finally, it has to be H'lllarked t.hat 1he analysis given here obviously cannot provide
answers to the questions on the occurence of irregular behaviour like cusp formation or change
of connectivity due to their local character in time and the presumptions on initial smoothness.
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